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ABSTRACT   
We review the use of planar integrated optical waveguide ring resonators for label free bio-sensing and present recent 
results from two European biosensor collaborations: SABIO and InTopSens. Planar waveguide ring resonators are 
attractive for label-free biosensing due to their small footprint, high Q-factors, and compatibility with on-chip optics and 
microfluidics. This enables integrated sensor arrays for compact labs-on-chip. One application of label-free sensor arrays 
is for point-of-care medical diagnostics. Bringing such powerful tools to the single medical practitioner is an important 
step towards personalized medicine, but requires addressing a number of issues: improving limit of detection, managing 
the influence of temperature, parallelization of the measurement for higher throughput and on-chip referencing, efficient 
light-coupling strategies to simplify alignment, and packaging of the optical chip and integration with microfluidics. 
From the SABIO project we report refractive index measurement and label-free biosensing in an 8-channel slot-
waveguide ring resonator sensor array, within a compact cartridge with integrated microfluidics. The sensors show a 
volume sensing detection limit of 5×10–6 RIU and a surface sensing detection limit of 0.9 pg/mm2. From the InTopSens 
project we report early results on silicon-on-insulator racetrack resonators. 
Keywords: slot waveguide, ring resonators, label-free, biosensing, lab-on-chip, light-coupling, packaging, microfluidics 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Refractive index sensing is widely used for real-time monitoring of chemical processes and, when used with separation 
techniques such as liquid chromatography or capillary electrophoresis, universal solute detection systems can by 
created.1 
For biosensing, most established methods use special reporter molecules or particles, know as labels, to read out the 
measured quantity. Most often the labels are fluorescent or radioactive, but gold or magnetic nanoparticles are also used. 
Label-based sensors can measure down to the single molecule level, but they have a number of drawbacks. One 
limitation, often cited, is the time and cost of the labeling step.2 Another is the complexity that the label adds to the 
reaction under study, and thus an increased risk of misinterpretation.3 A more fundamental limitation is however that, 
since the labels are typically added in a secondary step, most labeled methods can only measure the static endpoint of a 
reaction and do not provide real-time information. This information can, however, be gained by label-free methods, 
which can give quantitative real-time information in physical units.  
Since the refractive index of aqueous protein solutions is linear with protein density 4, sensors measuring the refractive 
index close to a surface by using the evanescent field from a guided wave, can be used to measure the mass of protein 
binding on the surface. Refractive-index-based sensing methods can thus be used for label-free monitoring of bio-
molecular interactions on surfaces, as for example is done in the commercially successful surface plasmon resonance 
(SPR) based sensors.5  
The advantages of scaling analytical chemical and biological instruments down to a single chip have been extensively 
explored.6 They include: automation of the analysis, increased mobility of the instrument, shorter response times, 
reduced manual sample handling, and a low cost per test. Thus, to bring the powerful tool of label-free sensing into the 
hands of a wider user base, there is a strong interest in integrating optical sensors in labs-on-chips that can be used at the 
point of care (POC), for example to the single medical practitioner or in a remote field situation.  
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Micro-fabrication technology allows efficient production of integrated optical devices at wafer scale. In this paper we 
will mainly discuss the application of integrated planar waveguide ring resonator. Due to its small footprint and ease of 
integration with other on-chip optical and fluidic functions, the ring resonator is a particularly interesting optical sensor 
for labs-on-chips.  
In the following we will first review the use of optical ring resonators for biosensing and then give a summary of the use 
of such sensors in two European collaborative projects: SABIO and INTOPSENS. 
 
2. RING RESONATORS 
The theory of the ring resonator, side-coupled to a straight bus waveguide has been extensively studied7. Here we just 
conclude that if we start from a model according to Figure 1 and a make number of assumptions,  
• all waveguides are unimodal per polarization orientation and do not couple between polarizations, 
• all losses are incorporated in the attenuation constant of the individual modes, 
• back reflections are negligible, 
• transitions between modes are adiabatic, 
• interaction between modes is negligible outside the coupler regions, 
• only symmetric devices are considered,  
• the coupling is lossless, 
we can arrive at an expression for the power transmission in the forward direction through the bus waveguide. 
  
In this expression a and θ are the loss and phase shift for a round trip in the ring, τ is the straight-through transmission of 
the coupler and ψ is phase shift in the coupler. In Figure 2, PT is plotted as a function of the round trip phase shift θ when 
a ≈ τ. In this case the transmission goes to zero in the dips. With this condition fulfilled, the dips become sharper when a 
and τ are close to 1, i.e. when the losses are small. θ is proportional to the effective index of the ring guide and inversely 
proportional to the wavelength, so changing any of these would mean moving along this graph.  
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Figure 1. A waveguide ring resonator side coupled to a bus waveguide. B, b, D, and d are the complex mode 
amplitudes. Ring modes are lower case and bus modes uppers case. κ is the complex coupling coefficient and τ the complex 
transmission coefficient. Figure adapted from 8. 
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Figure 2. The transmitted power PT of a side coupled ring resonator, for a=0.87 and τ=0.85, as functions of the round 
trip phase shift θ and ignoring dispersion. Figure adapted from 8. 
To achieve a good resolution in terms of refractive index of the sample we must strive for 
• a large change in the effective index of the guide for a given change in sample index or, expressed in another 
way, a large sensitivity in terms of resonance wavelength shift per refractive index unit (RIU), 
• low losses in the resonator ring to achieve sharp dips in the ring transmission characteristics 
• an efficient method to determine the changes in the dip position, 
• suppression of changes in the effective index from interferences, such as the temperature. 
In the following we will se that all these factors are important to improve the detection limit. 
 
3. RING RESONATORS FOR BIOSENSING 
Much of the early work on planar optical waveguides for label-free sensing was performed at ETH Zürich, Switzerland, 
by Lukosz and Tiefenthaler in the 1980s and early 1990s. Most of this was done on sol-gel formed slab waveguides, with 
optical confinement only in the out-of-plane dimension. Nevertheless, much of the early theoretical sensitivity analysis 
of such waveguide sensors 9, 10, 11 remains a useful guideline. For reading out changes in the effective index of the 
waveguide, Lukosz and Tiefenthaler used surface gratings embossed into the waveguiding layers.12 
Some other early contributions were made at the MESA Research Institute, University of Twente, the Netherlands. 
There, more complex devices, such as integrated Mach-Zehnder13 and TE-TM difference interferometers14 with 
integrated photodetectors, were developed. However, to achieve a low limit of detection, Mach-Zehnder interferometers 
need a long sensing arm (usually a few mm).  
In contrast to Mach-Zehnder waveguide interferometers, the degree of interaction of light and sample in ring resonators 
is not limited by the physical length of the sensing waveguide, but rather by the number of oscillations of light in the 
resonator, characterised by the quality factor Q.  
In 1997, Sohlström and Öberg at IMC AB (currently Acreo AB), Kista, Sweden reported the use of planar ring 
resonators for measuring refractive index.15 Their device operated at a wavelength of 1550 nm and was made from Si3N4 
strip waveguides on silicon oxide. It included an integrated splitter for splitting light to a sensing arm and a reference 
arm, each coupled to ring resonators of 1 mm radius. The waveguides had a thin core with 140 nm thickness to achieve a 
high refractive index sensitivity by pushing optical energy out into the sample region. Based on experiments with 
repeated injections of 1% sucrose solutions and using a curve-fitting approach to efficiently detect the resonance 
wavelength, the authors estimated a volume refractive index detection limit of 5×10−6  RIU.  
In 2002, Krikouv et al. at Twente University demonstrated a similar sensor based on a Si3N4 disk resonator with a 15 µm 
radius.16 Since the devices utilized a vertical coupling scheme for better control of the critical coupling distance between 
ring and bus waveguides, they could be fabricated by standard UV lithography. The small disks displayed 3 radial 
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whispering gallery (WG) modes, and thus sensing required proper interpretation of the multi-mode transmission 
spectrum. The devices showed a volume refractive index sensitivity of 23 nm/RIU and a detection limit of 10−4 RIU. 
In 2003, Chao and Guo at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, showed volume refractive index sensing with an 
imprinted polystyrene (PS) ring sensor on a silicon dioxide cladding.17 In a follow-up paper in 2006 18, these devices 
were shown to have a detection limit of 5×10−5 RIU. 
In early 2006, two papers were published on biomolecule surface sensing with ring resonators. Chao and Guo showed 
binding of streptavidin to a biotin coated surface of a PS ring resonator.18 The authors estimated a surface mass density 
detection limit of 250 pg/mm2. Yalcin et al. at Boston University and Nomadics Inc. also worked with avidin-biotin 
binding, but on a Hydex glass ring.19 The authors did not estimate the surface mass detection limit, but the rings showed 
a volume refractive index detection limit of 1.8×10−5 RIU.  
At about the same time, Ksendzov and Lin at the California Institute of Technology also published on surface sensing of 
biomolecules.20 They used a SiXNY ring of 2 mm radius on a SiO2 cladding excited with a HeNe laser at 633 nm. The 
authors estimated an avidin volume mass density detection limit of 6.8 ng/ml for their setup, but since the mass transport 
properties of the flow system have a large influence on this figure, comparison with other devices is difficult.   
Because of the high refractive index contrast of silicon on silicon oxide as compared to for example silicon nitride on 
oxide, silicon waveguides allows smaller rings without reducing Q by bending loss. Also the electric field at the silicon 
surface is high, yielding high sensitivity for surface sensing. In 2007, De Vos et al. at Ghent University presented 
biosensing with silicon rings of only 5 µm radius 21 and showed a detection limit of 17 pg/mm2 in a follow-up paper.22 
In 2004 Almeida et al. at Cornell University demonstrated slot waveguides 23, 24, consisting of two rails of a high index 
material separated by a low index slot region of sub-wavelength width. With proper design, this double core structure 
acts as one waveguide and supports only the lowest order transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes, 
with a considerable fraction of the power of the TE mode propagating in the low index slot. This is exemplified in Figure 
3 from25. With a liquid sample extending into the slot, this may give a higher refractive index sensitivity than with 
conventional strip guides. In 2007, Barrios et al. demonstrated the use of Si3N4 slot-waveguides for bio-sensing, 
achieving a sensitivity of 212 nm/refractive index units (RIU).26 This was the first result of the SABIO project, which 
will be further discussed below. 
Also, guides with several slots have been demonstrated.27 They theoretically have an even higher refractive index 
sensitivity, but this comes at the cost of an increased loss due to an overall greater side surface area contributing to the 
light scattering. 
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Figure 3. Contour plots of the simulated average optical power density flowing through two different waveguide cross-
sections at a wavelength of 1310 nm: (A) In the TM mode used for sensing with a strip waveguide, most of the optical 
power propagates in the waveguide core. (B) In the slot waveguide TE mode, however, up to half of the power propagates in 
the liquid sample, thus yielding a higher sensitivity to refractive index changes of the sample. The gray scales of the two 
images have the same normalisation. Figure from 25. 
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In contrast to Mach-Zehnder interferometers, the ring resonator does not include a reference arm. However, an on-chip 
reference is useful for compensation of temperature and other interfering inputs. Furthermore, for POC applications, the 
simultaneous detection of several surface reactions is useful. Thus, there is an interest in on-chip sensor arrays. 
The first steps towards integrated ring resonator sensor arrays were taken by Ramachandran et al. at Nomadics Inc. in 
2007 with 5 rings integrated on a single chip.28 However, instead of an integrated optical approach, individual input and 
output fibres were coupled to each ring and light splitting was handled off-chip. 
In 2008, Hu et al. at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, presented a number of important advances.29 They 
showed single mode disk resonators of 20 µm radius in chalcogenide (Ge17Sb12S71) glass. The resonators showed a Q of 
2×105 in polymer and 2×104 in water. The high Q in combination with a high refractive index sensitivity of 182 nm/RIU, 
yielded a refractive index limit of detection as low as 8×10−7. A new type coupler relaxes the tolerance on the coupling 
distance, and hence the horizontally coupled disks can be fabricated by normal UV lithography in a single lithography 
step. 
Claes et al. at Ghent University showed sensing with silicon slot waveguide rings in 2009.30 The rings have a radius of 
only 5 µm, a slot width of 104 nm, and are fabricated by Deep-UV (193 nm) lithography. The devices show a large 
refractive index sensitivity of 298 nm/RIU, but relatively high bending losses limit the Q of the device to 330, thus 
yielding a detection limit of 4×10−5. The authors also performed label-free biosensing, but do not give a surface mass 
density detection limit. This was an early result from the InTopSens project, which will be further discussed below. 
In late 2009 and early 2010, Washburn et al. at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champeign demonstrated biosensing 
measurements in bovine serum31 and a multiplex assay of cancer biomarkers.32 The sensors are SOI rings of 15 µm 
radius and light is coupled in and out of the chip with surface grating couplers. 
Recently, specially manufactured, non-planar, sphere- and toroid-resonators with very high Q-values have been reported 
to detect single viruses 33 and even single proteins34, even though the physical explanation given for the latter report has 
recently been disputed.35 These reports show that the fundamental detection limit of ring resonator sensors lies well 
beyond what is needed for many applications. However, the special re-flow or melting techniques applied to obtain the 
high quality factors of these devices are not directly compatible with standard wafer scale fabrication. 
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Figure 4. Detection limit analysis, from 8. The x-axis is the log of the wavelength resolution and the y-axis is the log of 
the device sensitivity in terms of wavelength shift per RIU. The grayscale then represents the minimum detectable refractive 
index change. Examples included are Hu et al.29, Haneumegowda et al.36, Fan et al.37, Carlborg et al.25 (the SABIO device), 
Claes et al.30(an InTopSens prototype), Yalcin et al.19, De Vos et al.21, Pfeifer38 and Kabashin et al.39.  
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Some of these examples are included in the analysis in Figure 4 8. It is a contour plot of a figure of merit formed as is the 
ratio of the sensitivity in terms of nm resonance shift per RIU (bigger is better) and the sensor system wavelength 
resolution (smaller is better), with some reported experimental values superimposed on the plot.  
Three classes of devices can be distinguished. In the top right corner we find the high sensitivity, low Q devices. Surface 
Plasmon resonance sensors are in general of this class. Since they have a very large index contrast at the metal/dielectric 
interface, high electric field strengths are obtainable in the dielectric sample. However, since the plasmon propagation is 
lossy, the resonance is not sharp. 
On the opposite end of the scale, in the bottom left corner, we find non-planar toroid ring and spherical resonators, made 
by reflowing glass. These have most of the electric field in the core, and in general a low sensitivity. However, losses in 
the dielectric resonators are extremely small, and due to the reflow, surface roughness is very small and scattering low. 
In the centre, we find a cluster of planar waveguide ring resonators. These devices have lower sensitivities than the 
plasmon based devices, because of the lower index contrast, but since they are made only of dielectrics they do not suffer 
the electron scattering losses. These devices are theoretically lossless except for bending losses. In reality, however, 
photon scattering from the roughness of the lithographically defined sidewalls limit the quality factors. 
The slot waveguides allow higher sensitivity and thus come higher up in Figure 4. The guide is still singlemode and the 
modes are theory lossless except for possible bending losses. But there is a catch, if the extra side surfaces in the slot 
guide are created by lithography and etching, the number of rough surfaces  has also increased. The penalty is increased 
losses, a lower Q, and in turn increased noise, i.e. a drift to the right in the figure.  
White and Fan 40 recently analysed the factors influencing the detection limit of optical resonant refractive index sensors. 
Their analysis shows that low Q sensors are typically limited by amplitude noise and spectral resolution, while high Q 
sensors are limited in performance by temperature stabilisation. An increase in sensor sensitivity will thus not yield an 
improvement in detection limit, unless these limitations are first addressed. 
As far as we know, ring resonator based sensors are not yet commercially available, but there are some very recent 
indicators towards commercialization. Washburn et al. recently published two papers on label-free sensing of cancer 
biomarkers.31,32 The resonator array substrates and the instrumentation for analyzing the microring resonance frequencies 
were acquired from Genalyte, Inc. (San Diego, CA, USA), but so far Genelyte doesn’t offer the system for sale. 
 
4. THE SABIO APPROACH 
4.1 The SABIO cartridge 
To demonstrate the possibility of using a slot ring resonator device in a point-of-care setting, the SABIO measurement 
cartridge, Figure 5, was designed for non-critical alignment in a reader instrument. An on-chip fluidic channel network 
layer is included to transport the samples to the sensors. Alignment pins and precision dicing of the chip minimize the 
position inaccuracy when mounting the cartridge in the instrument. 
Light is coupled into the cartridge from above, using an alignment-tolerant grating coupler.41 The light is then distributed 
to the different sensors on the chip and coupled out through the edge of the chip in a way that allows automatic 
alignment to a photo-diode array.42 The fluidic layer is on top of the optics. A full description of the cartridge design 
appears in 25, while here we will summarize only the key points. 
The integration of sample handling on-chip is important to reduce size and simplify the analysis in compact analysis 
platforms. Manual sample and reagent handling should be replaced by a microfluidic network that allows handling of 
sub-microlitre volumes.  
The most commonly used material for such microfluidic sample handling networks is poly(dimethylsiloxane), PDMS, a 
bio-compatible, transparent, rubber-like polymer in which features can be replicated down to nanometer dimensions 
using soft lithography.43 To bond the PDMS to an optical chip layer, the polymer surface can be activated in an oxygen 
plasma to expose hydroxyl groups that can form covalent bonds when brought in contact with silicon or glass 
substrates.44 However, the properties of PDMS make it unsuitable as a protective packaging material, in particular it 
deforms easily under pressure. A hard outer shell is therefore typically needed.   
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Figure 5. The SABIO cartridge. 
Unfortunately, the rubber-like surface of PDMS adheres poorly to many materials used in packaging. Therefore, the 
most common packaging solution for labs-on-chips based on PDMS is to clamp the soft polymer layer between the 
sensor chip and a hard plastic shell. This configuration, however, can leak at high pressure.45 There is also a risk that 
shallow channels in the soft material will be blocked if the package is unevenly clamped.  
In the SABIO cartridge, the problem with the adhesion to the packaging material was solved by using a dual surface-
energy adhesive film, where one side of the film adheres to the PDMS and the other to a hard plastic shell used to 
package the chip.The SABIO microfluidic distribution layer is manufactured in PDMS by standard soft lithography 
methods. Each of the six sensors is addressable by a separate fluidic channel, with cross-sections of 200x20 µm2 at the 
widest section over the transducer. These dimensions assure that advection dominates over diffusion, allowing accurate 
measurement of fast binding dynamics. When the PDMS structure is brought in contact with the clean oxide surface of 
the optics chip, a leak-tight bond is formed.   
A hard PMMA shell protects both the soft PDMS layer and the optics chip and provides an interface for the fluidic 
inputs and outputs. To ensure alignment of the optical chip to the instrument, cutouts for alignment pins are milled into 
two edges of the PMMA to allow physical contact between the pins and the precision cut silicon chip. Steel tubing for 
interfacing with the fluidic network is glued into the through holes. 
The adhesive film (5302A, Nitto Denko, Japan) that is used to mount the hard shell on the PDMS is cut to the 
dimensions of the PDMS layer. The film is then sandwiched between the shell and the microfluidic layer. The resulting 
bond has been tested by pressurising the finalised cartridge with up to 1 bar of air pressure without leakage.  
 
4.2 SABIO optical chip design 
Parallel sensor operation not only yields higher throughput by multiple analyses of one sample, or simultaneous analyses 
of multiple samples, but it can also provide reference channels for drift compensation and control experiments. Such 
reference measurements are particularly important for automated labs-on-chips and chips without temperature 
stabilisation. In our case the chip is designed with 6 measurement channels and two reference channels. 
In this work, the optical chip consists of a silicon substrate, with the integrated optical components etched into a silicon 
nitride thin-film, embedded in a silicon dioxide cladding on its surface. Since silicon nitride is nearly impervious to 
diffusion of moisture and sodium ions, it maintains a stable refractive index when operating in biological liquids. 
Additionally, silicon oxide and nitride have a relatively high refractive index contrast, thus permitting close spacing of 
integrated optical components, by allowing small bend radii without excessive bending losses. In comparison to the even 
higher index contrast in the silicon/silicon oxide system, it eases the problems from loss due to surface roughness. 
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Figure 6. The optical chip: Light is injected at the surface grating coupler (C) and split, by the multi-mode interference 
splitter (B), to the six sensing channels M1–M6 and the two reference channels REF1 and REF2.  
Figure 6 shows the optical circuit, occupying a chip area of 3×7 mm2. Light enters from above via the surface grating 
coupler (C) designed to give relaxed tolerances on the positioning while maintaining a high-efficiency coupling.41 The 
coupler is through-etched and thus does not complicate the fabrication. The propagating light is then split, by a multi-
mode interference splitter (B), into eight channels: measurement channels M1 to M6 containing the sensing sites where 
openings have been etched in the silicon dioxide top cladding to allow liquid sample access down to the slot-waveguide 
ring resonators (A) and two reference channels.42 More information on the design can be found in 25 and 46. 
In the chip design, channel-to slot mode converters are used for conversion between the two waveguide types before and 
after the ring resonator coupling regions, where the bus slot-waveguides have rail widths of 400 nm and a slot width of 
200 nm, Figure 7. The coupling gap is 350 nm. In the sensing ring, asymmetric slot-waveguides with the inner rail 
widened to 550 nm are used for high optical confinement in the slot and low bending loss. 
 
Figure 7. SEM image of the bus waveguide with the two channel-to slot mode converters and part of the ring on the 
SABIO chip. 
The choice of laser wavelength is a trade-off between a narrow slot-width at short wavelengths, that may limit analyte 
access, and light absorption in water at longer wavelengths, that limits the resonator Q factor. Our choice of the standard 
telecommunication wavelength of 1310 nm is a compromise ensuring that a wide selection of sources is available.  
 
4.3 SABIO optical chip fabrication 
For the fabrication, a 3.26 mm thick bottom cladding is first grown by thermal oxidation of the silicon wafer. A 300 nm 
silicon nitride device layer is then deposited by low pressure chemical vapour deposition (LPCVD). Next, the device 
layer is patterned by electron beam lithography and dry etching. A negative electron beam resist  (ma-N 2403, Micro 
Resist Technology, Germany) is well suited for patterning narrow optical waveguides, since only a small fraction of the 
surface needs to be exposed. For mass production, standard deep ultra-violet lithography could be used. The patterned 
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waveguides are then covered by a 530 nm thick top cladding layer of silicon dioxide deposited by tetraethyl orthosilicate 
(TEOS) based LPCVD and openings down to the 6 transducer sites are patterned by optical lithography and wet etching 
in buffered hydrofluoric acid. The thicknesses of the top and bottom oxide cladding layers are chosen for maximum 
coupling efficiency of the input grating coupler.  
 
4.4 SABIO temperature compensation 
To present a useful alternative to current technology, novel sensors need to achieve a detection limit of the order of 10−6 
refractive index units (RIU) or better. Considering the fact that commonly used waveguide materials, and the liquid 
solvents of interest have thermo-optic coefficients of magnitudes 10−5–10−4 RIU/K, it is clear that minimizing 
temperature interference is essential. An uncompensated sensor requires temperature stabilization to of 10–100 mK to 
reach the required performance. 
Three approaches have been used for thermal noise reduction: active temperature control, athermal waveguide design, 
and temperature drift compensation by on chip referencing.  
The first approach, active control of system temperature, can be implemented with external Peltier heat pumps. 
Temperature stability in the 10 mK range is feasible. However, the required components limit the cost benefits gained by 
employing silicon micro-fabrication. Also they impede portability. We note, however, that for measuring chemical 
reaction rates, some degree of absolute temperature control is required, since rate constants are temperature dependent. 
In the second approach, athermal waveguide sensors can be created by taking advantage of the different polarity of the 
thermo-optic coefficients of liquid samples and solid waveguide materials.  For example, water has a negative thermo-
optic coefficient of −10−4 RIU/K 47, while silicon nitride and oxide have a positive value of 10−5 RIU/K.48 By balancing 
the fraction of light propagating in each material, the temperature dependence of the waveguide effective index can be 
eliminated. Athermal planar waveguide wavelength filters with solid polymer top cladding have been studied for almost 
two decades 49, and also recently suggested for non-integrated sensors by Suter et al.50 
In the third approach, temperature drift compensation by on-chip references, multiple identical sensors in good thermal 
contact with each other are integrated on the same substrate. With a fluidic system allowing injection of the sample of 
interest to one sensor, and a reference sample to another, differential measurements can be made. Such designs are 
solvent independent and tolerant to chip-to-chip fabrication variation.  
In the SABIO device we use the design freedom achieved with the slot waveguide to achieve sensors with reduced 
temperature sensitivity and then use on-chip referencing to overcome the residual temperature sensitivity. This is further 
described in 46. 
 
4.5 SABIO measurements and results 
A tunable laser was stepped over a range containing a least one ring resonator dip in each channel. The wavelength 
positions of the dips in the ring characteristic were found by fitting a combination of a simplified Lorentzian form of the 
ring behavior given above and a representation of an interfering Fabryt-Perot behavior from other components in the 
chip to the measured data.46 This pushes down the wavelength noise significantly below the laser tuning step. The 
volume refractive index sensitivity and limit of detection of the sensor chip was determined by injecting a dilution series 
of ethanol and methanol plugs into a running buffer of deionised (DI) water. Table 1 lists the refractive index shifts for 
the concentrations used.51 Real-time multiplex operation was demonstrated by concurrently measuring ethanol and 
methanol dilutions in channels M1 and M2, respectively, while channels M3 and M4 contained still standing DI water, to 
serve as references to monitor any drift of the DI water baseline. In a second part of the experiment, the roles of M1 and 
M2 were interchanged to quantify the sensitivity difference between two sensors on the same chip. A full description of 
the experiments is given in 25. 
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Table 1. Refractive indices of the solutions 
Ethanol 
Mass percentage Refractive index shift 
5.97 0.0037 
3.98 0.0024 
1.99 0.0012 
0.994 0.006 
0.500 0.003 
Methanol 
Mass percentage Refractive index shift 
20.1 0.0051 
14.3 0.0036 
9.82 0.0023 
5.00 0.0011 
 
Figure 8 (A) shows the resonance wavelengths of transducers M1–M4, as functions of time, during injections in M1 and 
M2. As expected, the resonance wavelengths of M1 and M2 are shifted during injection of the higher refractive index 
samples and then return to baseline as the flow returns to DI water. Furthermore, the magnitude of the shift correlates 
with the concentration injected.  
A slight upward drift of the M1 and M2 baselines can be seen during the initial repeated high concentration injections. 
We attribute this drift to the known organic solvent absorption of PDMS.52  
To find the refractive index sensitivity, first the channels M1 and M2 are compensated for the drift observed in M4. The 
compensated time trace of the resonance wavelength shift of M1 and M2, is shown in Figure 8 (B). The remaining 
baseline red shift of 50 pm in 100 minutes is thus due to solvent absorption. The volume refractive index sensitivity is 
then determined by plotting the measured resonance wavelength shift as a function of the refractive index shift of the 
solutions injected. This gives an index sensitivity of Sn=246 nm/RIU. 
The inset in Figure 8 (B) shows the baseline noise. Following the convention of using 3 standard deviations σ of the total 
system noise as a measure of the sensor resolution, we get: 
   
€ 
R = 3σ = 1.2 pm 
The volume refractive index detection limit is then given by Ln=R/Sn and thus 
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Figure 8. (A) Resonance wavelengths of transducers M1-M4, during ethanol and methanol injections into a running 
buffer of DI water in channel M1 and M2, respectively. Channels M3 and M4 contain still standing DI water for reference. 
(B) The resonance wavelength shift of transducers M1 and M2 during ethanol and methanol injections, compensated for 
temperature drift by using M4 (DI-water) as reference. Graphs from 25. 
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Figure 9. (A) The time trace of increasing concentrations of anti-BSA binding to the glutaraldehyde coated transducer. 
Injection times are marked with filled triangles and the injected concentration noted at the plateau level. (B) The resonance 
wavelength as a function of injected anti-BSA concentration. The solid curve is a fitted sigmoid model. The inset shows the 
first four points on a linear concentration scale. Graphs from 25. 
We also studied the surface mass sensing performance by measuring the binding of anti-BSA to a surface selectively 
activated by a layer of the molecular linker glutaraldehyde. Increasing concentrations of anti-BSA were then injected in a 
running buffer of phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and the resonance shift monitored until saturation.  
Figure 9 (A) shows the resonance wavelength, as function of time, during binding of anti-BSA to the waveguide surface. 
Increasing concentrations, from 0.061 µg/ml to 400 µg/ml, are injected. The time of each injection is indicated in the plot 
by a filled triangle. At a concentration of 0.125 µg/ml, a shift is clearly visible and at concentrations exceeding 50 µg/ml 
we observe removal of non-covalently bound material after each injection, indicating that the surface is saturating. 
The resonance wavelength as a function of anti-BSA concentration, shown in Figure 9 (B), fits well to a typical sigmoid 
curve for binding site limited reactions, and we can estimate the shift in resonance wavelength at saturation to ∆λ=2.55 
nm. The sensitivity for surface mass detection is given by Sm=∆λ/σp, where σp is the surface density of a molecular 
monolayer. The surface density of a monolayer of anti-BSA measured using dual polarisation interferometry with the 
Farfield AnaLight 4D system was σp=2.0 ng/mm2. Using the value of the resonance shift from the experiment, we can 
thus calculate a mass sensitivity of Sm=1.3 nm/(ng/mm2). Since the surface mass detection limit is given by Lm=R/Sm 
where R is the sensor resolution, we obtain a surface mass detection limit of 
  
4.6 SABIO results discussion 
The detection limits achieved in SABIO, 5×10-6 RIU and 0.9 pg/mm2, compares favorably to other published ring 
resonator results. Key to this was the use of multiple transducers on the chip to compensate for external disturbances, the 
high sensitivity of the slot waveguide ring resonators and the low system noise 1.2 pm, achieved by fitting an analytical 
model to the spectrum, thus effectively utilising all the information available. This is detailed in 46. In terms of surface 
sensing, the detection limit of, presents a significant improvement of our own previously published value of 28 pg/mm2. 
As in the case of volume sensing, the improvement is mainly due to the reduced system noise. 
 
5. THE CONTINUATION IN INTOPSENS 
5.1 InTopSens cartridges 
The InTopSens platform is also intended for use in a POC setting, and its packaged disposable part has been designed for 
non-critical alignment in a reader instrument with a fluidic channel network layer to transport the samples to the sensors. 
The integration of sample handling on-chip for the InTopSens device faces all of the same complexity as SABIO with 
regards to anti-clogging, removal/prevention of air bubbles and transport of assay fluids through microfluidics channels, 
pumps and valves. But while the SABIO design allowed 6 immunoassays, aiming for detection of biomarkers for liver 
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cancer, hepatitis (B/C) or cytomegalovirus, InTopSens aims to test for some 64 bacterial DNA-strands in a fluidic blood 
sample for sepsis and to determine to which antibiotics these bacteria are resistant to. Here it is should also be noted that 
the InTopSens device includes on-chip amplification of DNA with polymerase chain reaction (PCR), so there is a 
tradeoff between assay time (number of PCR cycles) and minimum detection limit required of the photonic sensors.  
The fluidic layer is on top of the optics whose light is coupled both in and out from above through alignment-tolerant 
grating couplers in a design that permits the simultaneous interrogation of multiple sensors. To minimize temperature 
influences, both active system control and on-chip references as listed in section 4.4 are used. The InTopSens 
temperature control has the added task of having to maintain a constant temperature during measurements, which occur 
in between PCR temperature ramping cycles. 
 
5.2 InTopSens transducer (design and fabrication) 
With a minimal footprint required per photonic transducer, one starting point for sensor development was a silicon-on-
insulator (SOI) ring resonator, with a 70 nm/RIU sensitivity for bulk changes of the refractive index, and a limit of 
detection of 10–5 RIU, which for biotin-avidin sensing corresponded to 10 ng/ml 21. In an aim to improve upon this 
detection limit whilst maintaining high integration, two approaches were taken. The first was based on a combination of 
experiments and simulations, and showed that a detection limit of 1 ng/ml is possible for the detection of avidin with the 
ring resonator if the measurement conditions are very well controlled, although this limits the practical POC 
applicability. A second approach was therefore taken to design sensors that can achieve lower detection limits in a robust 
way as outlined in the next subsection. 
 
5.3 InTopSens initial measurements and results 
In an aim to improve on limit of detection with the same high degree of integration as in21, slot-waveguide racetrack 
resonators in the high-index-contrast SOI material system were developed30. The devices were fabricated using mass 
fabrication-compatible optical lithography, opening the way toward cheap, disposable chips. It was also proven that it is 
possible to apply surface chemistry inside a slot region that is only 100 nm wide. This is of importance for the 
application of nanophotonics for biosensing. A sensitivity of 298 nm/RIU for bulk changes of the refractive index was 
recorded and from a calculated resonance wavelength resolution of 12.5 pm, the detection limit is 4.2×10-5 RIU  Due to 
the low quality factor of this resonator (330), principally due to bending and mismatch losses, this value is somewhat 
lower than that of the SABIO device.   
 
5.4 InTopSens future work 
Focus in InTopSens has therefore partially been shifted to other sensor designs. In the SOI material system with its high 
index contrast, Mach Zehnder interferometers can be scaled down and folded 53, making it possible to integrate them in a 
dense sensor matrix. They are also robust against temperature and optical losses, and compatible with advanced 
waveguide technology (slot waveguides, slow light, etc). Furthermore the combination of interferometers with different 
interaction lengths enable extended dynamic range.  
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